Tailoring molecular island shapes: influence of microscopic
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ABSTRACT
Controlling the structure formation of molecules on surfaces is fundamental for creating molecular nanostructures with tailored
properties and functionalities and relies on tuning the subtle balance between intermolecular and molecule-surface interactions.
So far, however, reliable rules of design are largely lacking, preventing the controlled fabrication of self-assembled functional
structures on surfaces. In addition, while so far many studies focused on varying the molecular building blocks, the impact of
systematically adjusting the underlying substrate has been less frequently addressed. Here, we elucidate the potential of tailoring
the mesoscopic island shape by tuning the interactions at the molecular level. As a model system, we have selected the molecule
dimolybdenum tetraacetate on three prototypical surfaces, Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111). While providing the same hexagonal
geometry, compared to Cu(111), the lattice constants of Au(111) and CaF2(111) differ by a factor of 1.1 and 1.5, respectively. Our
high-resolution scanning probe microscopy images reveal molecular-level information on the resulting islands and elucidate the
molecular-level design principles for the observed mesoscopic island shapes. Our study demonstrates the capability to tailor the
mesoscopic island shape by exclusively tuning the substrate lattice constant, in spite of the very different electronic structure of the
substrates involved. This work provides insights for developing general design strategies for controlling molecular mesostructures
on surfaces.
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Introduction

One of the crucial challenges in the miniaturization of device
structures for further information technology and photonic
applications is to devise novel concepts to fabricate active
functional units on surfaces with atomic or molecular precision
at the nanoscale. In this context, molecular self-assembly processes
on surfaces have emerged as a powerful tool for creating
functional molecular nanostructures on surfaces [1–6]. Making
use of the tremendous variability of the molecular building
blocks, the intermolecular and the molecule-surface interactions
can be controlled to arrive at a specific surface structure that is
encoded in the involved constituents [7, 8]. In many cases, the
molecule-substrate interaction has been recognized to be
governed by the electronic structure of the substrate, which, in
turn, impacts the structural properties of self-assembled nanomaterials on various substrates; e.g., bulk metals [9–15], twodimensional materials [16, 17], and polar oxide surfaces [18–20].
Tuning the subtle balance between molecule-molecule and
molecule-surface interactions [21] has opened up new pathways
for creating an impressive variety of molecular structures on
Address correspondence to angelika.kuehnle@uni-bielefeld.de

surfaces [22–26]. For example, structures ranging from perfectly
ordered two-dimensional layers [27], unidirectional rows [28,
29], porous networks [30, 31] to complex structures have been
presented as a function of the specific molecular design [27, 32,
33]. Even richer structures have been demonstrated in multicomponent systems, i.e., upon co-deposition of two types of
molecules [34–39].
Despite these impressive results, a reliable structure prediction
and rational control of the resulting structures is still largely
lacking. In particular, the focus of intense research has been
on exploring the variability of the molecular building blocks [24],
while the influence of systematically varying the underlying
substrate is rarely addressed. This is unfortunate as the substrate
can act as a template [40, 41], directing molecular structure
formation and providing a further dimension in rationally
controlling molecular self-assembly on surfaces [42]. Moreover,
to successfully employ molecular self-assembly in nano-structuring
processes, it is also of utmost importance to control the structure
formation on a mesoscopic scale. Here, we focus on this aspect
and show that the mesoscopic shape of self-assembled molecular
islands can be controlled by tuning the involved interactions
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at the molecular scale. In particular, we demonstrate that the
shape of molecular islands can be tuned by adjusting the lattice
constant of the underlying surface.
In the bulk of a molecular crystal, the molecular order is
solely determined by the intermolecular interactions. In contrast,
adsorbed on a surface, the spacing between neighboring
molecules within an island can be tuned by using different
substrates with different lattice constants due to the additional
molecule-substrate interaction. For this surface templating
effect, a sufficiently high and site-specific molecule-substrate
interaction is necessary. Otherwise, the shape of the molecular
island cannot be influenced in a controlled manner by the
substrate periodicity.
To be more specific, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), molecules on
a surface can interact with the underlying substrate (I) and
neighboring molecules (II). In a simple first approximation,
the interactions governing molecular structure formation on
surfaces may be considered to be independent of each other.
In general, adsorbates are not rotational invariant, which can lead
to anisotropic interactions. Thus, the intermolecular interaction
can strongly depend on the direction as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a),
showing an example for an island stabilized by two different
intermolecular interactions (IIa and IIb).
The resulting mesoscopic island shape reflects the mismatch
of the bulk crystal unit cell dimensions and the surface lattice
constant. Even though, in this simple approximation, the
intermolecular interaction is assumed to be independent of
the strength of the molecule-substrate interaction, it remains
being a function of the molecule-molecule distance. If the
surface lattice constant equals to an integer multiple of the
molecular crystal unit cell dimensions, the molecules can
adopt their ideal spacing along this direction. As a consequence,
an island elongated along this direction is thermodynamically
favorable. This is why the thermodynamically most stable
mesoscopic island shape is a direct consequence of the subtle
balance of the involved direction-dependent intermolecular
interactions and the molecule-surface interaction. This provides
the opportunity to rationally design the molecular island shape
by tuning the lattice constant of the underlying crystal.
In this work, we explore this particular opportunity of
tuning the mesoscopic island shape by acting on the microscopic
interactions in the system at the molecular scale. An ideal
molecule for this purpose is the binuclear neutral complex
dimolybdenum tetraacetate (Mo2(O2CMe)4; in the following
referred to as MoMo) shown in Fig. 1(b). Despite its rotational
symmetry, adsorbed on a surface, MoMo exhibits a strong
anisotropy in the intermolecular interactions as illustrated
in Fig. 1(a).
As model substrates, we have selected three hexagonal
surfaces Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111) with different lattice
constants. The lattice constant of Au(111) is slightly larger (1.1
times) and the lattice constant of CaF2(111) is clearly larger
(1.5 times) than the one of Cu(111). All surfaces form
sufficiently strong, site-specific bonds to MoMo, making them
highly suited for our surface templating study. Using scanning
probe techniques, we study the self-assembly of submonolayer
coverages of MoMo on these three surfaces. In all cases, the
MoMo molecules adsorbed on these substrates form islands
composed of molecules arranged in chains with a superstructure
that is commensurate to the underlying lattice. Due to the
different surface lattice constants, the commensurability results
in different molecule-molecule distances and, hence, different
molecule-molecule interaction strengths. This change at the
molecular level has a profound influence on the mesoscopic
island shape.

Figure 1 (a) Sketch of anisotropic interactions in a molecular island
adsorbed on a surface. The yellow arrows indicate the molecule-substrate
interaction (I). The two-fold rotational symmetry of the molecules results
in two different intermolecular interactions marked with a blue arrow (IIa)
and a red arrow (IIb). In a simple first approximation, all interactions are
considered to be independent of each other. Changing the molecule spacing
along one direction will only affect the strength of the corresponding
interaction and, thereby, change the subtle balance between the intermolecular
interactions (IIa and IIb). Model of (b) the MoMo molecule and (c) top
view of its crystal AB-plane consisting of stacked molecular chains. The
MoMo molecules interact electrostatically between the positively charged
molybdenum atoms and the oxygen atoms of the neighboring molecules,
indicated by the grey dotted line. (d) Model of the hexagonal copper/gold (111)
structure with a lattice constant of aCu = 0.255 nm and aAu = 0.288 nm,
respectively. (e) Model of the calcium fluoride (111) surface. Both, fluorine
(green) and calcium (grey) ions are arranged in a hexagonal manner
with a periodicity of aCaF2 = 0.386 nm, leading to a three-fold symmetry.
Protruding fluorine ions are highlighted with a brighter green color. The
0.5 nm scale bar applies to (d) and (e).

Our work demonstrates that, in spite of the distinctly
different nature of these surfaces (ionic surface versus noble
metal surface), the driving force determining the island shape
can be sufficiently described by a simple comparison of the
superstructure unit cell dimensions and the molecular bulk
structure. As long as site-specific adsorption is present, the
driving force can even be reduced to the aspect of surface
geometry (symmetry and periodicity). As a result, in this case,
the microscopic electronic structure of the substrate does not
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need to be considered for explaining the mesoscopic structure.
Therefore, our work illustrates a way to control the mesoscopic
island shape of molecules on surfaces by tuning the substrate
lattice constants.

2

Materials and methods

Dimolybdenum tetraacetate (Mo2(O2CMe)4, in this work
referred to as MoMo) is a binuclear neutral complex of the
transition metal molybdenum. It belongs to the D4h symmetry
point group (see Fig. 1(b)). Historically seen, MoMo is of
unique significance, because it is a prime example for an
intramolecular quadruple bond between two transition metals;
and it generally serves as a precursor for the synthesis of other
known compounds containing molybdenum quadruple bonds
[43]. For the MoMo molecule, the quadruple bond manifests
itself in an intramolecular Mo-Mo bonding distance of approximately 0.21 nm [44]. This is significantly shorter than the
distance of 0.27 nm in a molybdenum single crystal [45].
The MoMo crystal has a triclinic superstructure as firstly
reported by D. Lawton and R. Mason in 1965 [46]. Later, the
triclinic crystal structure has been confirmed and corresponding
lattice constants have been redetermined in higher accuracy in
extensive diffraction measurements by F. A. Cotton et al. [47]
and K. Hino et al. [48]. The molybdenum crystal AB plane,
defined by the lattice constants a and b, is characterized by
upright standing molecules being arranged next to each other
along the b-direction (Fig. 1(c)). In the following, we will refer
to this arrangement as molecular chains. The chains are stabilized
by an intermolecular interaction between a molybdenum
atom and an oxygen atom of the neighboring molecule (marked
by a grey, dotted line in Fig. 1(c)). In the crystal structure, the
molecules are slightly tilted with respect to the chain direction
in order to optimize the configuration of the metal-metal
axial position for the bridging Mo-O interaction [49]. Ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) measurements indicate a σ-π
orbital splitting, presumably caused by this axial intermolecular
interaction [50]. The lattice constant, i.e., the periodicity of the
MoMo molecules along the chains in the bulk structure is
b = 0.550 nm① (indicated by a blue arrow in Fig. 1(c)). In the
AB plane of the MoMo crystal, the molecular chains are
stacked up next to each other. This leads to a lattice constant
of a = 0.842 nm (indicated by a red arrow in Fig. 1(c)), which
represents the distance of two molecules in neighboring
chains. In the following, we will refer to the stacking direction
a (red arrows) and the chain direction b (blue arrows). In
the bulk structure, the two directions are enclosing an angle of
γ = 106 .②
The (111) surfaces of the metallic Cu and Au crystals
exhibit a hexagonal surface structure (see Fig. 1(d)). The CaF2
crystal is a bulk insulator consisting of fluorine and calcium
triple layers stacked in the order of (F–-Ca2+-F–)n along the [111]
direction. Even so the layers are charged, there exists no net
dipole moment perpendicular to the surface [51]. Figure 1(e)
illustrates the CaF2(111) surface. The positively charged Ca2+
ions (grey) and the negatively charged flour F– ions (green) are
arranged in a hexagonal manner with a surface lattice constant
of aCaF2 = 0.386 nm. Thus, all substrates studied in this work,
Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111), possess a three-fold rotational
symmetry. However, the lattice constant of Cu(111) is aCu =
0.255 nm and, hence, slightly smaller compared to aAu =
① Following the notation of D. Lawton et al. (1965).
② Please note, the lattice constant a along the stacking direction is not the

distance between two chains, because this distance would be measured
perpendicular to the chains.

0.288 nm, and roughly 1.5 times smaller compared to the
insulator. Thus, Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111) share the
same hexagonal lattice, but exhibit different lattice constants.
Therefore, these substrates constitute an ideal model system to
examine how the molecular island shape is affected by tuning
the substrate lattice.
All experiments shown in this work were carried out with
scanning probe microscopes from Scienta Omicron (VT AFM
XA) under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions. Dynamic AFM
(atomic force microscopy) experiments of MoMo on calcium
fluoride were performed in frequency modulation mode [52].
We used n-doped silicon cantilevers from Nanosensors with a
nominal force constant of 40 N·m–1 and an eigenfrequency of
300 kHz in UHV. For the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
measurements on Cu(111) and Au(111), another system from
Scienta Omicron (VT AFM XA) was operated in constant
current mode with the tunneling current It usually in the
range of 70–90 pA. Positive and negative values correspond to
tunneling from the occupied and into the unoccupied states
of the sample, respectively.
The preparation of the bare surfaces as well as the molecule
deposition were performed in situ with a chamber base
pressure typically better than 10−10 mbar. Optical quality
calcium fluoride (CaF2) crystals were purchased from Korth
Kristalle GmbH, Kiel, Germany. Prior to molecule sublimation,
the CaF2 crystal was annealed to 400 K for 1 h. The Cu(111) and
Au(111) single crystals from MaTeck, Jülich, Gemany were
cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (1.5 keV, 20 min)
and a subsequent annealing to about 850 K. The cleanliness
and the surface morphology were inspected by recording
large-scale STM images and low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED).
The MoMo molecules were bought from Sigma-Aldrich,
Germany, with a purity of 98%, and the powder was further
purified in advance by long-time out-gassing at 400 K in a
UHV molecular beam evaporator system. Subsequently, MoMo
molecules were deposited using a home-built Knudsen cell
that is heated for molecule sublimation. For the experiments
shown here, molecules were sublimated for 10–50 min at a
typical temperature of 440 K onto the sample at a distance of
approximately 9 cm.

3 Results
In the first part of the result section, STM measurements of
submonolayers of MoMo on Cu(111) are presented, which
revealed a nearly perfect fit to the bulk periodicity along the
chain direction. The self-assembly of this system has first been
reported by Kollamana et al. [53]. Here, we therefore only
summarize the most important conclusions concerning the
molecule adsorption position. In addition, new, large overview
STM images were taken in the present study to determine the
island mesoscopic structure.
After submonolayer deposition of MoMo on Cu(111) at
about 110 K, the co-existence of two different island structures
is revealed (see Fig. 2(a)). Beside a chain phase (marked with
blue lines), being similar to the AB plane of the molecular
bulk, a second structure referred to as mesh phase (marked in
cyan) is present [53]. The co-existence of the structures
suggests that both structures are energetically similar. Here, the
mesh phase, which is formed by flat-lying molecules, is not
considered any further, because in this work we will focus on
the chain phase solely, which is composed of upright-standing
molecules.
An overview STM image (Fig. 2(a)) indicates that the islands of
the chain phase on Cu(111) are elongated along the chain
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Figure 2 (a) and (d) STM image of MoMo on Cu(111) and Au(111) at a coverage of θ = 0.70 ML at about 110 K. For illustration, one 2D chain phase
island on Cu(111) and a few 1D chain phase islands on Au(111) are exemplary marked with dark blue lines. In both images part of a mesh phase island is
marked in cyan. On Au(111), some molecule clusters are exemplary marked in purple. Blue arrows indicate main island growth directions of the chain
phase. (b) and (e) Schematic representation of the chain phase superstructure superimposed onto a high-resolution STM image. The black crosses
mark possible molecule adsorption position with respect to the Cu(111)/Au(111) lattice. The unit cell parameters on Cu(111) are aCu = 1.020 nm,
bCu = 1.110 nm and θCu = 96.6 [53]. On Au(111) the islands are only elongated along the chain direction. However, a virtual unit cell is given by
aAu = 1.036 nm, bAu = 0.576 nm and θAu = 106 . A mirrored island structure is illustrated with dotted arrows. (c) and (f) The observed molecule
stacking directions are indicated with red arrows and the chain directions are indicated with blue arrows. For both surfaces, there exist six energetically
equal, but different oriented island structures. For Cu(111), the stacking directions are oriented along the á110ñ and á1 10ñ directions and for Au(111)
the chain directions.

directions (blue arrows) and are rather limited in the stacking
direction (red arrows). The islands can be over 300 nm long
along the chain direction. The chain length is limited by a step
edge or another chain phase island. In contrast to that, the
islands width seems to be limited to roughly 30 nm, consisting
of about 30 chains. In total six different chain directions
(indicated by blue arrows) have been observed [53].
Figure 2(b) shows an illustration of MoMo adsorbed on the
Cu(111) surface, superimposed onto a zoom image of the
chain phase. The exact adsorption position on the surface is
unknown, but also irrelevant for the following discussion.
However, the black crosses in Fig. 2(a) indicate the relevant
periodicity of the superstructure determined by STM. The
unit cell along the chain direction is marked with a blue arrow
( bCu = 1.110 nm) and along the stacking direction with a red
arrow ( aCu = 1.020 nm), enclosing an angle of θ = 96.6 .
This adsorbates unit cell is commensurate to the underlying
substrate. Each unit cell contains two molecules, with two
different molecule adsorption positions within the unit cell.
The molecules are separated by 0.530 and 0.580 nm along the
chain direction [53]. Hence, on Cu(111) a second, probably
energetically less favorable, adsorption position is accepted to
enable a nearly optimal molecule-molecule distance along the

chain direction.
All stacking directions point along the high-symmetry
á110ñ and á1 10ñ surface directions. For each stacking direction,
one chain direction is favorable. The two opposite directions,
á110ñ and á1 10ñ , therefore result in two mirrored island
structures. In Fig. 2(b), the mirrored adsorption structure is
marked with the dotted arrows. As expected from the surface
symmetry, on Cu (111) this leads in total to six energetically
equivalent island structures (see Fig. 2(c)), composed of six
different island stacking directions (indicated by red arrows) and
six different chain directions (indicated with blue arrows).
With the experiments presented here, we cannot determine
the absolute microscopic adsorption position. However, the
unit cell of the molecular adsorbates can be measured precisely,
which is the key indicator for predicting the shape of the
molecular islands at the mesoscale. With this knowledge, we
now tune the mesoscopic molecular island shape by changing
the underlying lattice periodicity. Upon increasing the lattice
constant by changing from Cu(111) to Au(111), we induce a
slightly larger molecule distance along the stacking direction
(red) as compared to on Cu(111). Therefore, the lattice constant
on Au(111) constitutes a nearly perfect fit to the bulk periodicity
along the chain direction.
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Figure 2(d) shows an overview STM image of MoMo on
Au(111). The image again reveals a coexistence of two different
island types. Based on a comparison with what we have found
on Cu(111), we again find a phase of flat lying molecules
(marked in cyan) and a phase that is composed of upright
standing molecules (marked in blue). Therefore, we assign the
structure of flat-lying molecules to the mesh phase and the
structure of upright-standing molecules to the chain phase.
In addition, some unordered molecular clusters are visible
(marked in purple). For comparison, we again focus only on
the chain phase. On Au(111), the chain phase consists solely
of single, one-dimensional rows along the main symmetry
directions á110ñ and á1 10ñ . On Au(111), a row length of up
to about 200 nm is observed in the STM images. Similar to the
two-dimensional chain phase on Cu(111), the one-dimensional
chains on Au(111) end at step edge or other islands.
An illustration of MoMo adsorbed on the Au(111) surface,
superimposed onto a zoom image of the chain phase is shown in
Fig. 2(e). The chain phase islands solely form one-dimensional
rows along the chain direction, extension along the stacking
direction is not observed. In order to exclude a kinetically
trapped structure, we have performed STM images at different
temperatures in the range from 110 K up to 300 K. Even at
elevated temperature, no change in the island shape is observed.
Therefore, the extension along the stacking direction must be
energetically unfavorable. The periodic molecule distance along
the chain direction is marked with a blue arrow and black
crosses ( bAu = 0.576 nm). Following the substrates periodicity,
a virtual two-dimensional unit cell is spanned up with a red
arrow ( aCu = 1.04 nm) along the stacking direction, enclosing
an angle of θ = 106 . This commensurable, virtual unit cell is
identified by considering the next identical adsorption position
upon keeping the unit cell dimension and angle as close to the
molecular bulk unit cell as possible. However, such a hypothetical
two-dimensional structure seems to be energetically unfavorable,
because only single rows are observed. A mirrored adsorption
structure is illustrated with dotted arrows. In total, six different
chain directions along the á110ñ and á1 10ñ directions are
observed, leading to six corresponding virtual stacking directions

as illustrated in Fig. 2(f).
In the third part of the result section, the self-assembly of
submonolayers of MoMo on CaF2(111) is discussed. Prior to
molecule sublimation, high-resolution AFM images of the
freshly cleaved CaF2 crystal (see Fig. 3(a)) are performed in
order to determine the crystals orientation. Depending on the
tip termination, different contrasts have been observed for
CaF2(111) with either the Ca2+ or F– ions appearing brighter
in the image [54, 55]. Therefore, the grey circles in Fig. 3(a)
indicate the substrate periodicity and do not indicate specific ion
positions. The high-symmetry directions á110ñ and á1 10ñ, and
the lattice vectors are marked with blue arrows in Fig. 3(a).
At 130 K, dynamic AFM measurements are performed to
determine the island structure as a function of the coverage
(see Figs. 3(b)–3(d)). At a low coverage of 15% of a monolayer
( θ = 0.15 ML) several islands, pointing in various directions,
are visible. However, all islands exhibit a similar shape of
lacerated rectangles, being elongated in specific directions
(exemplary marked with a red arrow). We define the direction
along the longest island side as the main axis and the island
extension perpendicular to it as the island width. When increasing the coverage to half of a monolayer (see Fig. 3(c)) the
number of islands per area and the island length along the
main island axis direction increase, while the island width
remains rather constant. A further increase of the coverage to
nearly one monolayer (see Fig. 3(d)) leads to further elongation
of the islands, but the island width still remains nearly
unchanged. In total, six different directions for the main island
axis are identified as illustrated with the red arrows in Fig. 3(d).
The directions of the main island axes are independent of the
temperature and coverage. The histograms in Fig. 3(e) display
the average island width and length as a function of coverage.
As mentioned above, a clear trend is visible. The island width
remains rather constant, while the length increases with higher
coverage.
In order to elucidate the inner island structure, highresolution images are performed as shown in Fig. 4(a). Every
island is made up of molecular chains lined up next to each
other, similar to the arrangement in the bulk (see Fig. 1(c)). As

Figure 3 (a) AFM image of freshly cleaved CaF2(111). High-symmetry directions á110ñ and á110ñ are marked with blue arrows. The lattice constant
is indicated in the zoom image. (b)–(d) AFM images of MoMo on CaF2(111) as a function of molecule coverage (b) θ = 0.15 ML, (c) θ = 0.50 ML and
(d) θ = 0.85 ML at a fixed substrate temperature of about 130 K. At high coverage, several islands with the same direction of the main island axis are
arranged next to each other. Red arrows indicate six different directions for the island main axis. The scale bar in (b) also applies to the images (c) and (d).
(e) Average island width and length as a function of coverage. The average width remains nearly constant, while the average length increases.
www.theNanoResearch.com∣www.Springer.com/journal/12274 | Nano
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Figure 4 (a) High-resolution AFM image of MoMo on CaF2 (111) with an island coverage of θ = 0.85 ML at about 130 K. Each island is made up of
chains of molecules (indicated by blue arrows) oriented along the main surface symmetry directions á110ñ and á1 10ñ . (b) For each of the chain
directions along á110ñ a mirrored island structure with the chain direction along á1 10 ñ exist (indicated with blue arrows), leading to six different
directions for the main island axis (indicated with red arrows). (c) Histogram of frequency of counted chains in image (a) as a function of the chain width
in molecules. The average island width is five molecules. (d) and (e) Zoom onto two island structures that are mirror images of each other. The cyan blue
*
= 0.772 nm
circles indicate the substrate periodicity. The red circles mark the molecule positions. The superstructure with a unit cell dimension of bCaF
2
*
(blue arrow), aCaF
=
1.021
nm
(red
arrow)
and
angle
of
γ
=
100.9

are
marked
with
the
red
and
blue
arrow,
respectively.
2

indicated with blue arrows in Fig. 4(a), the molecular chains
follow the main surface symmetry directions á110ñ and
á1 10ñ . For each chain direction along á110ñ an energetically
equivalent mirrored structure exists, with the chains pointing
in the opposite á1 10ñ direction (see Fig. 4(b)). In total, this
leads to six energetically equivalent island structures, composed
of six chain directions (indicated with blue arrows) and one
corresponding island stacking direction each (indicated by red
arrows).
Quite contrary to the Cu(111) and Au(111) surface, the
MoMo islands are mostly elongated (up to 50 nm) along the
six stacking directions and are rather short (around 4 nm) in
the six chain directions. Figure 4(c) displays a histogram of the
chain widths frequency of occurrence. The histogram is obtained
by counting the width of over 1,000 chains in the acquired
AFM image shown in Fig. 4(a). The most frequent and also
average chain width is five molecules. Approximately 7% of
the chains have a width from four to six molecules and over
90% from three to seven molecules. For larger chain widths,
the frequency of occurrence drastically decreases. The largest
island width observed is eleven molecules. Therefore, a large
island width must be energetically unfavorable. This might be
a consequence of a slight offset of the molecule periodicity
compared to the commensurability with the substrate.
Figures 4(d) and 4(e) show two mirrored MoMo islands
on CaF2(111) with the chain direction marked in blue and the
stacking direction marked in red. Zooming onto the islands
reveals the inner structure. The red circles highlight the
molecule positions, which are commensurate with the periodicity
of the substrate indicated by the cyan blue circles.① The surface
unit cell of the superstructure is marked with a parallelogram
*
= 0.772 nm along the chain
spanned by a blue vector bCaF
2
*
= 1.021 along the stacking
direction and a red vector aCaF
2
① As described above, the periodicity and orientation of the substrate is

known, but not the absolute ion position. Thus, the cyan circles only
represent the periodicity and not the absolute position.

direction enclosing an angle of γ = 100.9 . Inspired by the
molecular bulk structure (see Fig. 1(c)), a proposed molecule
geometry of nearly up-right standing molecules is superimposed
on the islands in the image.

4 Discussion
In the following, the above described adsorption structure of
submonolayers of MoMo on Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111)
are critically discussed and compared to the known bulk
structure. This analysis reveals the impact of the substrate
on the molecular self-assembly and elucidates how to take
advantage of this knowledge to direct the molecules to automatically arrange in a desired mesoscopic island shape.
As described above, the AB plane of the bulk consists of
molecular chains stabilized by an intermolecular interaction
between the positively charged ( +1.17 e) molybdenum atoms
and the negatively charged ( -0.29 e) oxygen atoms of the neighboring molecules [48]. In the bulk, this leads to an optimized
molecule-molecule spacing of 0.550 nm along the chains
(chain direction) and a distance of 0.842 nm between the
chains, referred to as stacking direction (see Table 1).
First, we will compare and elucidate the mesoscopic island
structure between the two similar metallic substrates Cu(111)
and Au(111). In a second step, we will discuss in what manner
the here described method of tuning the lattice constant can
be applied to bulk insulators like CaF2(111), which exhibit a
completely different electronic structure.
Our study reveals that similar chain phase islands form
after deposition of MoMo molecules on both, Cu(111) and on
Au(111) [53]. On both surfaces, the molecule-substrate interaction
leads to a commensurate superstructure.
For Cu(111), the lattice constant of 0.255 nm and its
multiples do not fit well to the periodicity of 0.550 nm along the
chain direction found in the MoMo bulk structure. However,
on Cu(111) two different adsorption sites are occupied within
one unit cell, resulting in a nearly ideal molecule-molecule
distance of 0.530 and 0.580 nm (see Table 1). Consequently,
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Table 1 Unit cell dimensions for the bulk AB plane and for the chain
phase on Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111). Lattice constants similar to the
bulk structure are marked in green (< 10%) and major deviating lattice
constants are marked in red. The deviation relative to the corresponding
bulk lattice is given in percentage
MoMo …

In bulk
structure

On Cu
(111)

On Au
(111)

On CaF2
(111)

Periodicity b
along chain
direction in nm

0.550

0.530/0.580
(+5%)

0.576
(+5%)

0.772
(+40%)

Periodicity a
along stacking
direction in nm

0.842

1.020
(+21%)

1.036
(+23%)

1.021
(+21%)

Angle γ in °

106

96
(−9%)

106
(  0%)

101
(−5%)

along the chain direction MoMo prefers to have a nearly ideal
molecule-molecule distance on the cost of a second, maybe
energetically less favorable, adsorption position. However,
along the stacking direction the molecule-molecule distance of
1.02 nm is approximately 20% larger than the ideal configuration
in the MoMo bulk crystal. Presumably, the increased distance
along the stacking direction weakens the interaction between
neighboring chains, while the interaction of the molecules
in the chains remains similar as in the bulk. Therefore, the
substrate-induced change in the intermolecular interactions

offers a straightforward explanation as to why the resulting island
shape is elongated in the chain direction, as the intermolecularinteractions are stronger along this direction. Our large-scale
STM measurements confirm this assumption (see Figs. 4 and
5): On Cu (111), the chain phase islands are strongly elongated
along the chain direction (indicated by a blue arrow) for more
than 300 nm, but much shorter in the stacking direction
(indicated by a red arrow).
In contrast to the structure on Cu(111), a different overall
island shape is found for the self-assembly of MoMo on
Au(111). The lattice constant of Au(111) is 0.288 nm, and
hence, slightly larger than of Cu(111). Along the chain direction,
two times the lattice constants of Au(111) results in a moleculemolecule distance of 0.576 nm (see Table 1), which already
fits well to the ideal configuration in the bulk; allowing a
strong molecule-molecule interaction along the chain direction.
Therefore, on Au(111) the adsorbates can sit at the optimal
adsorption position and still have a nearly perfect moleculemolecule distance along the chain direction. However, along the
stacking direction the conceptual molecule-molecule distance
of 1.036 nm is approximately 23% larger compared to the
periodicity along the stacking direction in the bulk structure.
The larger molecule periodicity weakens the molecule-molecule
interactions between two neighboring chains to a negligible
value, which explains the observed single chains (see Figs. 4
and 5).

Figure 5 Illustration of mesoscopic structure as a function of the substrates’ lattices constant. (a) Comparison of MoMo island shapes on the substrates
Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111) at low temperature (110 K and 130 K, respectively). (b) The Cu (111) lattice allows a favorable molecule-molecule
distance along the chain direction (indicated by a blue arrow), but induces a larger molecule distance along the stacking direction (indicated by a red arrow)
as compared to the molecular bulk. Consequently, the islands are strongly elongated along the chain direction and short along the stacking direction.
Next to the chain islands, there exists a mesh phase, which is not considered here. (c) The slightly larger lattice constant on Au(111) results in a large
molecule-molecule distance along the stacking direction. Therefore, only one-dimensional rows, elongated along the chain direction are observed. (d) The
periodicity of the CaF2(111) substrate and site specific adsorption leads to a similar molecule-molecule distance along the stacking direction as
compared to Cu(111), but forces the molecules to increase the distance along the chain direction. In contrast to the island shape on Cu(111), the islands
on CaF2(111) are, thus, elongated in the stacking direction and have a short chain length. The red crosses in (c) and (d) indicate a weakened
molecule-molecule interaction compared to on Cu(111), caused by a larger molecule spacing along this direction.
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By shedding light on the origin of the observed mesostructure
of MoMo on Cu(111) and Au(111), we successfully demonstrated
the presented strategy to control the self-assembled mesostructure
by tuning the lattice constant. Changing the substrates from
Cu(111) to Au(111) transforms two-dimensional islands into
one-dimensional rows (see Figs. 5(a)–5(c)). Furthermore, we
gain insights into the range of influence of the moleculemolecule interactions. While a molecule distance of 1.020 nm
on Cu(111)–being equal to a mismatch of 0.178 nm compared
to the ideal bulk configuration–still allows a weak interaction
between neighboring chains, a slightly larger mismatch of
0.194 nm on Au(111) already results in a negligible moleculemolecule interaction.
As shown above, the described method to control the
mesostructure by varying the lattice constant has worked well
for the metallic substrates Cu(111) and Au(111), which exhibit
a similar electronic structure. In the following, we will critically
discuss to which extend this method can be transferred to bulk
insulators like CaF2(111) and compare our prediction to the
observed self-assembled MoMo island structures.
Interestingly, MoMo on CaF2(111) exhibits site specific
adsorption and, hence, a commensurate superstructure as on
the noble metal surfaces and a similar molecule orientation of
nearly upright standing molecules in the chain phase. However, it
reveals a completely different mesoscopic island shape. On the
insulator, the distance between two chains along the stacking
direction is equal to the one on Cu(111), about 20% larger
than the bulk value. However, the molecule spacing along the
chain direction is approximately 40% larger as compared to
the bulk structure (see Table 1). Therefore, on CaF2(111), the
molecule-molecule interaction along the chains is expected to
be greatly reduced. Consequently, on CaF2(111) one expects
the island growth to be suppressed along the chain direction.
As predicted, the islands on CaF2(111) are predominately
elongated along the stacking direction, but with a modest
length (~ 40 nm) as compared to the island length on Cu(111)
(~ 300 nm) as illustrated in Fig. 5(d). Furthermore, at low
temperature, the islands are considerably larger on Cu(111)
as compared to CaF2(111) (see Fig. 5(b)).
Regardless of the substrates microscopic electronic differences,
the commensurate superstructure and the similar moleculemolecule interaction mechanism of MoMo on Cu(111), Au(111)
and CaF2(111) enables the possibility to successfully control
the islands mesostructure by changing the substrates’ lattice
constant. For explaining the resulting mesoscopic island
structure, we make use of strong simplifications. Therefore, we
understand that systems can exist where this simple model
will break down. However, for the three examples tested here,
our simple model provides a reasonable explanation for the
resulting mesoscopic island shapes.

5 Conclusion
A strategy is presented for tuning the mesoscopic island shape
by rationally changing the underlying substrates’ lattice constant.
As a model system, MoMo molecules are deposited on three
different surfaces, Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111). The used
substrates are similar as they exhibit hexagonal symmetry, but,
compared to Cu(111), Au(111) and CaF2(111) offer by a factor of
1.1 and 1.5 larger lattice constants, respectively. Our scanning
probe microscopy results reveal elongated islands in all cases,
however, the internal molecule stacking and the directions with
respect to the orientation of the substrate differ significantly.
For Cu(111), two-dimensional islands are elongated along the
chain direction while for CaF2(111), two-dimensional islands

are elongated along the stacking direction. For Au(111), in
contrast to the other surfaces, only one-dimensional single
rows along the chain direction are formed. These differences
in the mesoscopic shape can be rationalized by the subtle
balance between molecule-surface and intermolecular interactions
at the molecular level. The commensurability of the structures
dictates the intermolecular spacing in the islands and, thus,
the thermodynamically most favorable island shape is a
direct consequence of the lattice mismatch. For Cu(111), we
conclude that the lattice dimension fits perfectly to the chain
direction of the molecular bulk structure, while in the stacking
direction the substrate induces a 20% increased moleculemolecule distance. As predicted, we found for Au(111) a
slightly larger mismatch of 23% along the stacking direction,
weakening the interaction between neighboring chains even
further to a negligible value. Hence, for Au(111) only single
rows form along the chain direction. For CaF2(111), the moleculemolecule distance is extended in both directions, however, in
this case the stacking direction is more favorable as it exhibits
the smaller deviation (both absolute and percentagewise).
Interestingly, for site specific adsorption the mesoscopic island
shape can be rationalized from the surface geometry alone,
without considering microscopic electronic details. This work
contributes to a comprehensive understanding of tuning mesoscopic island shapes by controlling the interactions at the
molecular scale, which is mandatory for understanding the
performance of future molecular devices.
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